
ORIGAMI



Let’s make
a paper balloon!!



We are going to use
"Yuzen Origami’’



going to go up the 
back of origami!!



Fold it in half, and it 
also fold in half.



put it back together. 
And we're going to 

take the right end to 
the other side.

⬆



And so we make 
triangles.

do the same thing
on both sides.



And fold a triangle 
on a dotted angle.

Also do the same 
thing behind it.



And fold a triangle 
on a dotted angle.

Also do the same 
thing behind it.



And fold a triangle 
on a dotted angle.

Also do the same 
thing behind it.



And fold a triangle on a 
dotted angle.

Also do the same thing 
behind it.

And insert into the space 
of origami

Also do the same thing 
behind it.



And blow breath in 
from the direction of 

the arrow.

⬆



FINISH

「

」



NEXT



Let’s make
a top!!

写真後で貼ります



Please prepare 
3 sheets of 

origami paper.

Fold it one by 
one!



Fold it into a triangle so 
that the diagonally 

opposite corners overlap.

Fold the diagonally 
opposite corners of the 

resulting triangle so that it 
becomes a triangle again.



Open it.

Fold the four corners so 
that they meet the 

intersection of the folded 
lines.



Fold it again so that the 
four corners overlap the 

center.

Once again,fold it  so that 
the four corners overlap 

the center.

Again!!



Turn it over.

Pinch the middle of all four 
sides to make a cross.

The first part is 
now complete!



Fold it into a triangle so 
that the diagonally opposite 

corners overlap.

Fold the diagonally opposite 
corners of the resulting 

triangle so that it becomes 
a triangle again.



Open it.

Fold the four corners so 
that they meet the 

intersection of the folded 
lines.



Turn it over.

Fold it again so that the 
four corners overlap the 

center.

Turn it over again.



Once again,fold it  so that 
the four corners overlap 

the center.

Fold back the four corners 
in the middle to fit the four 

corners on the outside.

The second part is 
now complete!



Fold it into a square so that 
the facing edges overlap.



After unfolding, fold it so 
that both ends overlap at 

the center crease.



The edges are aligned with 
the center crease so that 
you can see the inside of 

the origami.

Fold the other half in the 
same way.



Holds one of the four 
protruding corners. 

Open the top layer and 
flatten to make a square.

Do the same for the other 
three corners, making four 

squares.



Make a crease as shown in 
the picture.



Open top layer and flatten 
as below.

Spread out the four popped 
out corners that have been 

completed.

Then four corners are 
gathered in the middle.



Open top layer and flatten 
as below.

Spread out the four 
popped out corners that 

have been completed. 

Then four corners are 
gathered in the middle.

The last part is now 
complete!



① ② ③



Insert the four corners of 
① into the four pockets of 

③ one by one.



Insert the four corners of 
② into the four  pockets of 

① one by one.



Insert each of the four 
isosceles triangles in ③ into 

the gap under ②.



「

」
FINISH


